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Get more value from your Documentum content
with SmartContent
Configure and automate your content update and import activities
so it occurs in an efficient, repeatable, standardized way.
è Speed up file system or
Documentum document
import to provide content
to your customers faster.
è Adapt your document
classification plan to
match new business
needs.
è Accelerate your D2
implementation project
with high quality
documents to test your
configurations.
è Make your content import
and update painless with
a configuration based
tool.
è Enable end-users to
update and migrate their
content while maintaining
governance and control:
full auditability, security
controls and reporting
capabilities.

Your Documentum D2 document classification plan (data
model, security, folder structure, naming) is not static.
You need to regularly adapt it to support new business
requirements. Moreover, you know that any new
classification should be applied to the existing
documents.
Setting up a new Documentum D2 repository involves an
initial document import activity. The source documents
can be located on a file system or in another
Documentum repository with a different classification.
You need to find a solution to easily map it to the new
one.
Designed for enterprise already using or starting to use
Documentum D2, SmartContent is a necessity to easily
update exiting and import new content to your repository.
þ Are your document update and import processes
manual, full of difficult-to-write scripts?
þ Is your D2 implementation project too slow?
þ Are your Documentum developers hindered because
of missing realistic test documents?
þ Do you need to move documents from file system or
a Documentum server to a D2 instance?

è Easily create your
training D2 environments
with a subset of real
documents with real or
anonymized content.

Configure your Documentum D2 update and
migration activities in one place
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SmartContent for Documentum D2 Features
Configuration-based tool
End users create their own re-usable migration or
update configurations using a familiar D2 interface.
Configuration details and results are stored in standard
Documentum objects.
SmartContent itself is a D2 application and its look and
feel can be adjusted to fit customer needs.
Mapping rules engine
Users describe within a D2 visual interface the
document attributes mapping rules between source
and target D2 repository. Available operations: copy,
enrichment, transform, RegExp, custom code...
Intuitive configuration layer
SmartContent is a certified D2 application fully
integrated in the Documentum infrastructure: no
dedicated server. It also reuses the D2core features:
auto-link, security and naming rules.
Model based scenario
SmartContent supports three predefined scenarios to
accelerate and simplify: documents import from file
repository, documents migration from another
Documentum instance, documents update within a D2
instance.
Excel-based mapping rules
Build your documents import rules within an Excel or
configuration
any other spreadsheet software to define your
attributes’ mapping. No setup is required, only
configuration
Open architecture
Complex import or update rules can be implemented
with custom plugins that are executed by our engine.
Centralized audit capabilities
SmartContent’s design allows easy auditing, tracing
and identifying all actions performed during the
migration. The solution is compliant with regulated
environments (21 CFR part 11).
Test based approach
Run your operation in one or several steps, with an ondemand or scheduled option.
SmartContent supports the agile approach to set up a
D2 application by quickly providing appropriate test
data during each project iteration.

SmartContent for Documentum D2 is a Documentum certified solution available on
DELL EMC Solution Catalog (Referenced with former name SmartMigrate)
SmartWave brings value to organization
with ICT consulting and engineering
services to envision, design, construct
Learn more and schedule a demonstration
and support product based software
today.
solutions that improve business process https://www.smartwavesa.com/smartcontent/
and information management.
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